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Future Hendrix
My experience
Feel my music, Hear my music
yeah,
it's a cold cold cold world baby
ay,
put on yo coat,
prefer me,
chinchilla,mink
Chorus:
I didnt wanna lie to ya, but it sound more fly to you,
I didnt wanna lie to ya, i swear it sound way fly to you
cause the truth gone hurt you, 4x
Verse:
I live ah California lifesyle,
All these girls around me going wild,
and i'm so caught up in my own style,
i cant see you niggas in the crowd, 
im so far, 
i aint gone never come down,
you can ask around,
i run this town,
everyday for a me ah fashion show,
i'm Future Hendrix and i run Pluto, 
I'm a rock star forever,
I need to get my act together,
Wen you changing up the weather,
It's so hard to be settled,
Since we first got together,
things changed for the better,
I got die heart fan,
And they treat me very special,
you heard bout 40 bitches in the lobby,
Ask me bout it, 
I dont no bout it.
Chorus:
Verse:
I'm on ah first class flight,
Ain't pack ah bag overnight, 
Cause imma shop when I land, 
Yeah, Imma shop when I land,
When you playin wit them bands,
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Buy ah sweet hotel,
Desaru where we stayin',
Yeah, I'm frustrated,
And I been up late, (just thinkin' of shit)
Going over my plans,
Feel like im sinkin in sand,(can't get caught up)
Some things you would'nt understand,
I live The High Life,
Sex, Syrup, and Money,
Everything we do,
We do it all the way till morning,
I gotta trio, 
Tryna suck me up like Cheetos,
Ain't fallen in lust,
You need to trust
Chorus:
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